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ABSTRACT

to calibrate numerical model parameters (essentially viscous drag
coefficients), and select buoy characteristics to maximize energy
production.

We present the development and application of small buoy
systems for wave energy harvesting (free-floating or slackly
moored), to produce about 1 KW per unit at full scale. These
systems are targeted for powering distributed marine surveillance
and instrumentation networks, and should be simple in concept,
easily deployable, storm resilient, and low maintenance. Our
work involved design, experiments (both laboratory and field
testing), and numerical simulations in realistic irregular wave
climates, of two new types of buoy systems equipped with an
embedded Linear Electric Generator (LEG; made of a permanent
magnet, suspended to a spring, oscillating within a (two-phase)
coil), whose armature motion is excited essentially by the buoy’s
wave-induced heave, with some effects of roll. The first design
(DC2 buoy) has a spherical float, to which a cylindrical canister
is rigidly attached, which houses the LEG. A rod, attached to the
LEG magnetic armature, exits through the bottom of the canister
and connects to a large submerged resistance platform (which
also serves as ballast). The differential motion between the float
and platform heave drives the LEG oscillations. By contrast, the
second design (DC3) is a self-contained (water tight) resonating
multiple-spar buoy (or Starspar), in which a longer central spar
houses the LEG and is surrounded by shallower, satellite spars,
providing both form stability and a reduced overall average draft
(necessary to achieve a proper heave resonance period). The LEG,
which has a large ballast simply attached to its bottom, oscillates
as a result of buoy heave through coupled resonance. Hence,
LEG oscillations are maximized by matching starspar heave
and LEG natural periods, and both of these to the targeted sea
state peak spectral period. For spar buoys, the former is simply
controlled by buoy draft. Scale model experiments are performed

KEYWORDS : Wave energy systems; heaving buoy; linear
electric generator; floating body dynamic; Boundary Integral
Equations; linear waves; laboratory and field experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Since 2006, as part of projects funded by ONR (SBIRs and
STTRs), and the State of Rhode Island (STAC Alliance), the University of Rhode Island (URI) and Electro Standards Laboratories
Inc. (ESL) have teamed up to work on the design, numerical simulation, and scale model and field testing of small buoy systems for
omni-directional wave energy harvesting (free-floating or slackly
moored). The targeted application for these systems is not large
energy production for single units (except perhaps in a buoy farm
configuration), but instead the development of simple, easily deployable, and storm resilient systems, to provide a renewable wave
power source of (
kW for distributed marine surveillance and
instrumentation systems (e.g., autonomous target recognition instruments, persistence and ubiquitous sensor systems, tracking and
identification of maritime vessels, and miniature underwater sensor networks). The targeted full scale sea state in this work is the
20 year average for RI shelf waters (south of Block Island), which
provides a modest
KW/m of wave crest, for a significant
wave height
m and peak spectral period
s (with
according to linear wave theory; Dean and
Dalrymple, 1984; Previsic et al., 2004).
Several buoy design alternatives were evaluated, through a
combination of theoretical analyses and numerical simulations for
periodic or irregular waves. This led to selecting two buoy designs (referred to as DC2 and DC3; Figs. 1, 2) and optimizing
their parameters. Based on these analyses, 1:10 scale models of
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which is housed and suspended within a cylindrical (spar buoy)
canister. A rod, attached to the LEG magnetic armature, exits
through the bottom of the canister and connects to a large submerged resistance platform (which also serves as ballast), by way
of a universal joint. The differential motion between the phase
shifted float and platform motions drives the LEG oscillations.

both designs were built and tested in URI’s wavetank (Figs. 3,
4), and numerical models were calibrated based on experimental
results and used to design ruggedized mini-prototypes of each design, at a larger 1:4 scale. These were field tested in Narragansett
Bay, RI under properly scaled wave climates (e.g., Fig. 2c).
(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)

Fig. 3 : 1:10 scale model of DC2 wave energy buoy in wavetank
testing: (a) View from above the water; (c) Underwater view taken
with mini-ROV.

Fig. 1 : Wave energy buoy DC2: (a,b) Solidworks drawings; (c)
partial assembly of 1/4 scale mini-prototype.
(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(a)

Fig. 2 : Wave energy buoy DC3: (a) Solidworks drawings; (b)
static testing of 1/4 scale mini-prototype partial assembly; (c)
ocean testing of the latter.

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 : 1:10 scale model of DC3 wave energy buoy in wavetank
testing: (a) View of model on dry land; (b/c) Model tested at resonance peak/maximum submergence in periodic waves.

In both systems, wave mechanical energy induces buoy motion, which then produce electricity by way of the coupled oscillations of a Linear Electric Generator (LEG) located in a central
spar buoy/canister (Figs. 1,2). The LEG is simply made of a permanent magnet, suspended to a spring, oscillating within a (twophase) coil (e.g., the coil, magnetic armature and springs visible on
Fig. 1c). In all cases, the main mode of wave energy harvesting is
heave motion, with secondary roll oscillations.
More specifically, in the buoy system referred to as DC2 (Fig.
1), a spherical float, to which a cylindrical canister is rigidly attached, oscillates on the surface and forces the motion of a LEG,

By contrast, the system referred to as DC3 (Fig. 2) is a selfcontained (water tight) resonating (e.g., Budal and Falnes, 1975)
multiple-spar buoy (or Starspar), in which the longer central spar
is surrounded by shallower, satellite spars, providing both form
stability and a reduced overall average draft of the system (necessary to achieve a proper heave resonance period). In DC3, the LEG
is housed and suspended within the longer central spar, and has a
massive ballast simply suspended to the bottom of its magnetic armature. Here, the LEG oscillations are forced by the entire buoy
heave motion, through coupled resonance. Hence, to maximize
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tude oscillations. For the (loaded) data shown in Fig. 5, a maximum of about 2 W of power was generated during the maximum
platform oscillation of 6 cm amplitude. Maximum power generation occurs, as expected, whenever the armature velocity is maximum, i.e., at about
. Finally, the mechanical system is seen
to freely oscillate at its constant natural period, whether loaded or
unloaded, which is measured at
s (this will be further
discussed later).

the buoy and LEG oscillations, both the starspar average draft and
the LEG spring stiffness are selected for the systems heave resonance period to be near that of both the LEG and the targeted sea
state peak spectral period (French, 1979).
In the following, we present an overview of the development
and validation of analytical/numerical models of coupled buoy
heave-(roll) and LEG mechanical motions, with some considerations for generator electro-magnetic circuits. Additionally, we
present selected results of experimental calibration/validations and
mini-prototype field testing, for some of the designs. Note that
earlier work on a multiple spar design, precursor of DC3, was
reported by Grilli et al. (2007) (this work also includes a short
literature review and background on point-absorber types of wave
energy buoy systems; see also Previsic et al., 2004), and work on
the LEG and its specific circuit for optimizing electricity production and storing was presented by Bastien et al. (2009).
Three major, linked sub-systems, are considered in each buoy
design, the: (i) floating buoy dynamics under wave action (i.e.,
heave, roll,. . . ); (ii) LEG dynamics resulting from buoy motions
(i.e., magnetic armature motion relative to the coils); and (iii)
LEG electric dynamics (i.e., LEG electrical power output given
the armature-coil dynamics). In the most general case, feedback
between sub-systems must be considered to optimize the buoy
system’s overall performance. As an example, the movement of
the armature will result in a change of the weight distribution
and hence impact buoy motion. Similarly the electro-magnetic
force from the armature-coil system will alter the mechanical response of the generator (a first-order effect to be considered, since
the work of this force directly translates into electric energy production). In this paper, the focus has been restricted to the buoy
and mechanical LEG dynamics portions of the problem (i.e., subsystems (i) and (ii)), and the electric system (iii) is simply represented as a two-phase resistive circuit. More advanced considerations and details of our proposed electric circuit/system can be
found in Bastien et al. (2009).
In the laboratory testing part of this work, the 1:10 scale buoy
models were also equipped with small LEGs, with two-phase (essentially) resistive circuits, that matched the idealized representation used here, while in the field testing of the 1:4 mini-prototypes,
larger LEGs with complete circuit boards were used, which were
developed and built by ESL on the basis of their proprietary “quantum loading” algorithm. As an illustration, Fig. 5 shows electric
parameters measured in dry testing, on the DC2 1:4 scale system
shown in Fig. 1, as a function of time, in response to an initial
armature displacement
cm, with the LEG circuits being
either unloaded ( ) or loaded ( ) using a 5 Ohm resistor : rectified
voltage
, current , and power . The method of rectification
uses a two-phase rectifier bridge, which combines both phases into
one output (i.e., one circuit load), but the net effect on the mechanical system is not too different than having simple separate and
isolated resistors on each phase. In this test, the bottom platform
was released at
s, after which its motion decayed over 5
subsequent oscillations, as a result of the LEG electro-mechanical
force and/or mechanical friction; while a voltage is generated, no
current circulates when the circuits are unloaded and hence no
electro-mechanical damping force occurs, yielding larger ampli-

Fig. 5 : Electric parameters (voltage , current , power ) measured on the DC2 1:4 scale system, shown in Fig. 1, as a function
of time, in response to initial armature displacement . The twophase circuits were either unloaded (subscript ) or loaded (subscript ) using a 5 Ohm resistor.
The main aim of this work was to maximize power production
by tuning the response of sub-systems (i) and (ii) to wave forcing.
The goal is to select parameters so that the mechanical responses
of the buoy and the LEG are maximized for the most prevalent
wave conditions. Ideally, in accordance with typical ocean wave
energy spectra, the buoy systems should have broadband response
such as to optimize wave energy capture over a range of wave frequencies, and not just at or near one fixed frequency. While the
non-resonating DC2 exhibits a reasonably large band response,
DC3 is tuned to resonate at and near a specific wave period. Such
resonant systems, however, could be further tuned to improve their
response through fixed, slow, or fast tuning. Fixed tuning refers
to non-changeable properties of the device (i.e., size, shape, and
mass). Slow tuning refers to changes in the response on time scales
of minutes to hours and typically is focused on changing the systems buoyancy and hence its mass and effective stiffness. This
can be achieved for instance by active ballast control. Fast tuning
actively controls system dynamics on the time scales of variation
of individual waves or wave groups. The latter tuning is typically
very difficult to implement because device characteristics must be
changed quickly enough to alter its response. Also, for typical irregular sea states, one cannot exactly predict waves that are about
to reach the system (and thus dynamically tune it for such waves),
and hence one can only make a forecast and iteratively correct it
over a number of wave periods (e.g., Babarit and Clément, 2006).
In the present work, we only explored fixed tuning of each type of
systems.
THE ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL MODELS
LEG Mechanical Design and Dynamics
The motion of the LEG spring-magnet, expressed by the ax-
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because of the absence of water, the initial spring extension to use
in the second Eq. (4) is slightly longer, at
m.]
Finally, the mechanical power extracted from the buoy motion is due to magnet motion and corresponds to the work per unit
, i.e.,
. The
time of the magnet damping force
fraction of this power used to produce electricity is
(minus
additional magnetic and heat (Joule) losses).

ial displacement
(in the canister direction ) of the magnetic armature relative to the coil/stator (which is attached to the
buoy) from its initial static equilibrium, is classically described
by a 2nd-order Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE). For an armature of mass
(including half of the spring mass and ballast), suspended to a spring of stiffness
, this equation has inertia, damping proportional to armature speed, and spring restoring
terms in the left-hand-side, and is forced in the right hand side by
the inertia force induced by the buoy acceleration in the direction (upper dots are time derivatives; see details later). Additionally, for DC2, an excitation force
caused
by the platform motion is included (also detailed later), where
denotes the platform weight underwater projected in direction .
We have,

Buoys Heave Dynamics
Based on standard linearized floating body dynamics (e.g.,
Newman, 1977), in transient waves, when roll/pitch oscillations
are small, the heave motion,
, of both DC2 and DC3 buoys, in
water of density
and depth , is found from the conservation of
linear momentum, based on inertia, radiative wave damping, viscous damping, gravity, and buoyancy forces, which is expressed
as a 2nd-order nonlinear ODE as,

(1)
with
the LEG damping coefficient, combining an
electromagnetic resistance coefficient
and friction coefficient
. In static equilibrium, the LEG spring has an initial extension,
;

(2)

(5)

(where, for DC3
), a
assuming a spring preconstraint
platform mass
, with
and the water and platform
density, respectively, and
the platform volume.

with
the buoy mass, equal to the statically displaced
water volume
),
the instantaneous added mass (for
very large frequency),
the buoy heave
viscous damping coefficient (with
the buoy heave drag coeffi-

at time
, for a
Solving Eq. (1), with
harmonic forcing with acceleration of amplitude
(to simplify
the algebra) and frequency in the right-hand-side, and assuming
dry testing in the vertical direction
in the case of DC2 (Fig.
;
), we find the LEG Response
1, i.e.,
Amplitude Operator (RAO)
as,

(with the wave vertical particle velocity at
cient),
the buoy equivalent draft ),
the
heave buoyancy restoring force (equal to
with
and
the total buoy horizontal cross-section for the starspar
DC3 buoy),
the wave heave excitation force, and
, the LEG reaction force on the buoy, function of
the armature oscillator motion. The last term
is a change in
heave excitation and/or viscous damping due to the buoy roll/pitch
oscillations, detailed later.
Assuming that the sea-state is made of the superposition of
linear periodic waves of amplitude
and frequency , with
energy density represented by the frequency spectrum
(e.g.,
JONSWAP; JS), the incident wave elevation and vertical particle
velocity at the equivalent draft, can be expressed as,

(3)
For this simple harmonic oscillator, maximum response
occurs at the system’s natural frequency,
(4)
Hence, the longer the spring initial extension, the lower the LEG
natural frequency. For the LEG used in the 1:4 scale DC2 prototype, for instance (Fig. 1), we have by design:
N and
N/m (both measured through a static loading experiment for the system of 6 springs used in the model),
kg (for armature, rod and various plates/hardware
mass), and
m. Eq. (2) yields
N and,
assuming an average sea water density
kg/m and
a platform made of steel plates (with actual density measured at
kg/m ), a volume
m and mass
kg (the model platform is made of a 1 m diameter, 1.27 cm thick plate of 78.77 kg, with a second smaller plate
attached under it, of 23.50 kg; Fig. 1c).
Now, for dry testing, Eq. (4) yields
r/s and
s, which is consistent with the Fig. 5 measurements. [Note,

;

(6)

(7)

where
(with
a small frequency interval),
is a specified set of random phases, and the
second Eq. (6) is the linear dispersion relationship expressing the
wavenumber
for each wave component. Accordingly, the total
wave heave excitation force reads,
(8)
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where
are the module and phase, respectively, of the heave exciting force caused on the buoy by a wave
of unit amplitude and frequency
(including diffraction effects
induced by the buoy).

for

), with

, and
, this equation yields the heave frequency dependent Response Amplitude Operator (RAO)
as,

Heave Memory Term The integral in Eq. (5) is a memory term
(e.g., Babarit et al., 2006) expressing radiative wave damping, in
which the heave impulse response function,
, can be calculated as a function of the buoy frequency response by either of the
inverse Fourier transforms,

(11)
This equation predicts maximum heave response
when incident waves occur at the heave natural frequency,
(12)

(9)
Eq. (11) also shows that, in the absence of viscous damping
(
; such as assumed in WAMIT) and for a very small value
of the linear wave damping coefficient
(as, e.g., for the starspar
buoy DC3), maximum heave response will be significantly overpredicted near resonance. Hence, when solving Eqs. (5) to (10)
one needs to use a properly calibrated drag coefficient
for the
buoys, which can be obtained through a comparison of model prediction with laboratory measurements performed on a scale model
(e.g., Figs. 3,4).

as a function of
and
, the buoy frequency dependent heave added mass and wave radiative damping coefficients,
respectively. The memory term is expressed as a time convolution
in Eq. (5), which is both costly and difficult to accurately evaluate
at each time, in the numerical solution of Eq. (5). This difficulty can be overcome by representing
by way of the Prony
method, which transforms the convolution into a system of additional ODEs for the Prony coefficient (e.g., Babarit and Clement,
2006) as,

;

Multiple Spar Buoys As indicated, for slender spar buoys, such
as the components of the starspar DC3,
is small and varies
little over any useful frequency interval around the buoy’s heave
resonance frequency, while
is very small, reflecting the fact
that such buoys generate little waves in heaving motion (Grilli et
al., 2007). Thus, Eqs. (9) yield
, and hence the memory/radiative wave damping term in Eq. (5) is negligible, particularly as compared to the viscous damping term.
rigidly connected
Additionally, the starspar is made of
vertical spar buoys of cylindrical shape, draft , external diameter
, and total length (Fig. 2) (
). The
individual buoys are set sufficiently apart (typically a couple of
diameters) not to interact hydrodynamically in heave. The submerged extremity of each buoy is streamlined to reduce friction
drag generated during motion (Fig. 2; this slight change of geometry is neglected in the following idealized analysis). Due to
the small added mass Eq. (12) predicts the starspar natural heave
period as,

(10)

where (
) are
complex coefficients (typically 4 for the
relatively simple geometries of DC2 and DC3), which are found
through Prony’s “curve fitting”.
Linearized Heave Solution for Periodic Waves As indicated
before, DC2 and DC3’s frequency dependent wave coefficients
are calculated using the standard Boundary Element code WAMIT (Lee, 1995; Newman, 1977), in which linearized free surface boundary conditions are specified. Thus, for
given buoy geometry and mass distribution, WAMIT computes results for
equally spaced periods
(with
), in a
specified interval
.
For periodic incident waves of amplitude and frequency ,
similar to Eq. (5), linearized (complex) equations governing buoy
motion for each of 6 degrees of freedom can be expressed using
these coefficients (e.g., Newman, 1977) as (assuming tensor notation’s summation convention),

with

(13)

in the
the buoy equivalent draft; we also find
heave buoyancy restoring term
with
,
each spar buoy’s cross-section. Grilli et al. (2007) numerically
verified that this equation is accurate for
.
Buoy Roll/pitch Dynamics The buoy’s roll (or pitch, identical for
buoys with two axes of symmetry) angular motion
is
modeled, similarly to heave as,

with

the complex buoy amplitude in direction . In this equation,
denotes the linearized friction coefficient obtained by applying the principle of “equivalent average dissipated power” over
one wave period (e.g., Berteaux, 1994). For the linearized heave
motion (
) of multiply symmetric bodies (

;
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from its initial static equilibrium location. The U-joint is assumed
to have a large but finite stiffness
and, hence, assuming the
buoy canister is angled by , the force acting on the rod, parallel
to it is,

(14)
and
are the mass moment of inertia and added
where
inertia, respectively, the second term expresses (linear) radiative
wave damping,
is the viscous damping moment resulting
from heave-roll interactions (detailed below),
, is the roll (or pitch) restoring moment (with
the
metacentric distance), and
is the wave roll excitation moment
calculated by superposition of wave forcing, as for heave.
For DC2, the wave excitation moment in roll is zero on the
spherical float. However, when the buoy is moored below the float
to prevent drifting, there is significant roll (as, e.g., seen in laboratory experiments)as a result of the float’s sway (i.e., ) oscillations
and the non-uniform mass distribution in the buoy (the massive
platform is located at the bottom). Rather than modeling the complicated geometry of DC2 in WAMIT, we instead estimated roll
parameters used in Eq. (14) based on buoy sway motion as,

(17)
Assuming a balance between inertia, gravity, and viscous drag
forces, but no direct wave excitation due to the deep submergence,
the platform equation of motion reads,

(18)
where
stant added mass
ficient, with
a thin circular plate (

;

, the platform virtual mass, includes a con(for a thin circular plate),
the platform heave viscous damping coefthe platform drag coefficient for
is the platform Keulegan

Carpenter number), with
(where the latter is
the wave vertical particle velocity at the mean platform depth ,
from Eq. (7)). A centrifugal excitation force is included in the
right hand side, as a function of roll velocity and distance from
the platform to the rotation center
. Now, for the 1:4 scale
DC2 buoy, in view of the platform added mass
kg, the resonance period of the LEG/platform system in the water
becomes, from Eq. (4),
s, which is close to the targeted
wave period at this scale (
s based on Froude scaling).

;

(15)
where
(with
the wave particle velocity at
buoy draft, calculated with an equation similar to (7)),
the buoy sway viscous damping coefficient,
denotes the distance between the center of the buoy water plane
on the surface and the center of rotation , and the Prony coefficients are calculated using the float’s sway impulse response
function,
, similar to Eqs. (9) and (10). For DC2, in view
of the larger viscous drag of the spherical float, as compared to the
in the buoy Eq. (5). Finally, in
spar canister, we assume
Eq. (1), as a result of the buoy’s heave, sway and roll, the LEG
motion is excited by the acceleration,

Solution WAMIT is first run for the selected buoy geometries and
mass distribution, to calculate the heave, sway, and roll frequency
domain coefficients. The LEG dynamics and buoy heave/roll coupled equations are then solved in the time domain on the basis of
general data and these coefficients. After being transformed into
two 1st-order ODEs by change of variables, the nonlinear 2ndorder ODEs (1), (5) and (14), together with
“Prony” coupled
ODEs of the type (10), (14), and (15), for
, 5 or 1 respectively, depending on the case, are time integrated by a Runge-Kutta
, this represents a system of 22
method; for DC2, assuming
coupled ODEs. Initial conditions are simply set by assuming all
variables to be zero for
. Computations are usually pursued
up to at least
, for the given wave energy spectrum. If
the buoy is subjected to periodic waves only, the same equations
are solved from an initial state of rest, assuming
, until the
transient buoy motion reaches a periodic state.

(16)
where the last term is an additional excitation of the LEG resulting
form the centrifugal acceleration caused by the buoy roll motion.
For the DC3 starspar, we simply calculate the full WAMIT
coefficients for roll
, from which we calculate the
roll excitation
using Eq. (14) and the radiative damping term,
as expressed in the same equation, by applying the Prony method
to the roll impulse response function
calculated similarly
to Eqs. (9) and (10) for heave.

APPLICATIONS
As indicated, we performed laboratory experiments on 1:10
scale models of the DC2 and DC3 buoys (in periodic or irregular waves; Fig. 3 and 4), in URI’s 30 m long, 3.6 m wide and
1.8 m deep wavetank, in order to: (i) both verify and quantify
the expected model behavior in terms of buoy dynamics in waves,
LEG motion, and electric power production; (ii) calibrate friction
drag coefficientss
and
, for the numerical models detailed
above to closely simulate experimental results. Following this

Platform dynamics for DC2 buoy Although, in DC2’s buoy, the
platform is connected to the LEG rod through a universal (U) joint
(Fig. 1c), in the modeling, it is treated as a separate rigid body with
vertical (heave) motion , relative to the buoy heave motion ,
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experimental/numerical approach, the calibrated numerical model
were used to design ruggedized 1:4 scale mini-prototypes of both
design, which were (or will be) field tested (Figs. 1 and 2). According to Froude scaling, for the targeted field conditions, the targeted sea state parameters are
, 0.3 m and
,
2.25 s, for 1:10 and 1:4 scales, respectively.
In laboratory experiments, a computer-controlled wavemaker
is used to generate waves and capacitance gages are used to measure surface elevation near the buoys. A mildly sloping beach,
located over the last 20 m of the tank, causes incident wave breaking and reduces wave reflection in the tank to a very small level.
The buoy models are placed in the deeper water region in front of
the slope and prevented from drifting by either a long horizontal
mooring line (DC2) or a fixed plastic ring (DC3). In field testing, which took place in nearby Narragansett Bay, RI (in which
the targeted sea state is usually observed for episodes of NE wind
blowing at 9-10 m/s, for 4-5 hrs or so), the mini-prototypes were
free-drifting and a waverider buoy was deployed near the buoys to
measure sea state. In both laboratory and field testing, three-axis
(WIFI) accelerometers were mounted within the buoy models. For
DC2, two of these measured both float and platform motion and,
for DC3, three of those measured the central spar and two satellite
spar motions. Additionally, voltage and other electric parameters
are recorded during tests for the 2 phases of the LEG, and for the
prototype, Hall effect sensors record the motion of the magnetic
armature.
Due to lack of space, in this paper, we only report in detail
on laboratory experiments and modeling of the DC2 buoy.
Preliminary work on the multiple-spar concept was presented in
Grilli et al. (2007) and details of experiments and modeling of the
DC3 starspar buoy can be found in Grilli et al. (2010).

m in the water. [For dry testing in the air, this
extension would increase to
, with Eq. (4) yielding
a resonance period
s.] The platform added mass is
kg; hence, adding the latter to the platform mass in
the water, we find with Eq. (4), the LEG resonance period in the
water
s.

Fig. 6 : Measurements for DC2 1:10 scale model (Fig. 3)
experiments in periodic waves, with
m and
s: (top) wave gage elevation ; (middle) roll angle calculated
from float horizontal acceleration; (bottom) vertical float (blue,
) and platform (red,
) acceleration.

Fig. 7: Same case as Fig. 6. Voltage generated on each of the
LEG two phases (loaded with a
Ohm resistor) .

Laboratory Testing and Modeling of DC2 Scale Model
The 1:10 DC2 scale model (Fig. 3) was tested in the wavetank
for a series of periodic and irregular sea states. This model has
a spherical float of diameter
m, draft
m and mass
kg, including the 0.883 kg mass of
the LEG canister (including half spring and LEG stator mass) of
length
m and diameter
m, a platform
of diameter
m, thickness
m and mass
kg (Volume
m ). Unlike in the
1:4 prototype, in this scale model, a spherical ballast is suspended
below the platform, with volume
m and
mass
kg. This yields for the platform plus ballast,
a total volume
m and mass
kg. Hence, the 2nd Eq. (2) yields
N. A small LEG was fabricated at scale, for which
kg, for the armature, rod, and half spring mass.
The LEG spring stiffness was measured at
N/m
and initial tension at
N. In this small model, stiction
caused by the seal at the bottom of the canister, was found to be
relatively larger than in the 1:4 scale prototype, and measured at
N; this value must be subtracted from
. Based on
this data, and using the fresh water density
kg/m in
the wavetank, the 1st Eq. (2) yields the initial spring extension

Fig. 8: Same case as Figs. 6.,7 Total electric power dissipated
(Pe ); electric power dissipated on external resistors (Pe ).
Figures 6-8 show experimental results obtained in periodic
m and period
waves of mean height
s, in water depth
m. For periodic waves in deep
water (here
), the incident average wave power is
W/m, which yields a buoy captured
energy
W. Fig. 6 (top) shows that wave elevation
measured near the buoy was reasonably sinusoidal and periodic.
The induced float and platform vertical accelerations (bottom) are
out of phase with the wave elevation, and with each other. While
the platform acceleration is fairly monochromatic, the float acceleration has repeatable higher frequency oscillations, centered
around a mean periodic oscillation (see details later). The buoy
roll oscillations (middle) are seen to be closely periodic, but more
sawtooth-like (likely due to the restoring force from the horizontal
anchor line) and in opposition of phase with the wave elevation.
Roll oscillations are between
deg., using
when
processing the horizontal acceleration (Eq. (15)), in order for it to
match observations. In view of periodicity, roll is simply obtained
here as,
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.

various magnetic losses and imperfect winding of the generator,
which both affect the value of the LEG coefficient .

Fig. 7 shows the voltage generated on both phases of the LEG
(when loaded with a
Ohm resistor; while the internal
resistance of each phase was
Ohm as well), and Fig. 8
shows the corresponding electric power dissipated on the external
resistors (Pe ) or for the full circuit (Pe ). The latter reaches a
maximum of 0.2 W (or 28% of the incident captured wave power)
while the former is about half that; we further find the average
powers:
W (or 5.3% of incident captured wave
power) and
W; for later comparisons, the RMS
of the total dissipated power is
W.

CONCLUSIONS
We tested and modeled two new types of wave energy buoy
designs. For DC3, viscous friction is the dominant damping
mechanism near resonance and rolling must be minimized, as
it may significantly increase such damping; this is achieved by
using satellite buoys. For DC2, the massive submerged platform
both lowers the center of mass (thus increasing roll stability)
and provides a reaction to the float motion. Finally, the phase
difference in float-platform motion increases LEG oscillations
and power production, as compared to a fixed anchor line.
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Fig. 9: Same case as Figs. 6-8. Comparison of experimental (e)
and numerical results for float vert. accel. (blue,
; yellow,
) horiz. accel. (red,
; turquoise,
), platform vert. accel.
(green,
; purple,
).

Fig. 10: Same case as Figs. 6-9. Mechanical power extracted by
the LEG in numerical simulations.
Figures 9 and 10 show numerical simulation results for
the DC2 1:10 scale model, based on equations detailed in the
previous section. The only calibration done in the model was to
specify,
for the buoy drag and
,
for the the platform drag, as well as adjusting the distance to
the center of rotation
(as indicated above). Fig. 9 shows,
there is good agreement between measured and simulated vertical
platform and horizontal float, accelerations. The lower frequency
variation is also in good agreement for the float vertical acceleration. However, to satisfactorily reproduce the measured higher
frequency modulations, we had to introduce a phase shift in the
electro-mechanical forces caused by both phases of the small
custom LEG, which is likely due to imperfections in its winding
(a perfectly wound 2 phase LEG is devoid of such modulations, as
can be seen, e.g., in Fig. 5 in the smooth motion of the 1:4 scale
DC2 buoy in free oscillations). Since the exact nature of these
imperfections is unknown, the high frequency oscillations are
only approximately reproduced in the model. Fig. 10 shows the
predicted mechanical power,
extracted by the LEG in
numerical simulations, which is to be compared to the measured
total dissipated electric paper Pe
in Fig. 8. Although there
are differences in their time series (related to differences in the
modeling of small high frequency oscillations of the float), both
vary between 0.15-0.22 W; furthermore,
W or
19% more than
, implying a (realistic) 83% efficiency
of mechanical to electric power conversion in the LEG, due to
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